Thank you for attending our recent C3S Energy webinars aimed at sharing information and knowledge from the Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) Energy project.

Our next webinar, **C3S Energy 003 - Seasonal Forecasts**, is on Friday, 5 July from 10am-11am BST.

The webinar will focus on the seasonal information dataset being developed for the C3S Climate Data Store (CDS) and how you can integrate the information into your own process. The dataset covers classic variables such as temperature, pressure and radiation, along with forecasts of dedicated indicators including wind, solar, hydro production and electricity consumption.

For more information and to register for the webinar, click on the link below.

[REGISTER NOW](#)
Like to listen again?

All of the webinars are recorded and are available for anyone who missed the live event or would like to revisit the webinar content. You can access the recordings on the WEMC website.

VIEW PREVIOUS WEBINARS

Talking Technology Blog

You may like to explore the use of data further through our series of technical blog posts. Written by WEMC's IT expert and software developer, Luke Sanger, these look at the use of open source tools to examine energy and climate data.

READ THE BLOG

Keep in touch with future events

If you would like to know about future webinars and other WEMC events, you can sign up to receive all the latest updates via our newsletter. You can also keep in touch with all of WEMC's activity via Twitter @WEMCouncil and our LinkedIn page.

SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER

Become a WEMC member

We work with research and industry experts worldwide to promote and build interaction between the energy industry and the weather, climate and environmental sciences community.

Membership is FREE, so join us today and get exclusive access to member-only discounts, research, data resources and opportunities to work with other experts via our Special Interest Groups.